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“Live as if you were to die tomorrow. Learn
as if you were to live forever.”  Mahatma Gandhi
I never really thought of creating a “bucket list’, things I wanted to
do or accomplish during my lifetime, until I saw the 2007 movie
with Jack Nicholson and Morgan Freeman by the same
name. While ICL doesn’t offer sky diving or high-risk sports, new
adventures are offered every semester conveniently and at a
minimal cost. Take a chance and try something new. Learn to play
the ukulele or start stamp collecting. If you love nature, learn how
to paint, and photograph your favorite scenes. Taking a river cruise
on the Rhine or tubing in Helen, learning a bit of German will help
your experience. Stretch your gray matter with scholarly courses on
James Polk or Towns County history. Help protect yourself on
multiple levels with a Tech Talk course, learning the power of
medicinal herbs, or defending yourself from attackers.
I have to confess that I’ve never been big on card games. So, when
my husband suggested we learn Pinochle this past semester, I was
skeptical. What fun it has been and I’m catching on quickly. I
invite you to get out of your comfort zone and try something new,
perhaps a start to kicking off your bucket list. And remember,
learn as if you were to live forever!
Wishing you good health and a safe summer,
Maria Britt
President, ICL
SAVE THE DATE: ICL’s 30th Anniversary celebration will be
August 28th at the Hamilton Gardens Pavilion. Please join us for
cake and coffee along with a preview of Fall classes. The view is
amazing and the gardens spectacular! More information to follow.
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All in class courses are limited
to 14 students due to COVID19 guidelines
In class – Only offered in the
classroom
Zoom – Only offered via Zoom
Simulcast – Offered both in
the classroom and on Zoom
Zoom requires an Email
address invitation link.

WHAT IS MAH-JONGG? - Class Limit 12
Ann Powell, 8 Sessions, Wednesday, June 28 – August 16, 10:00 am – 12:00 pm, Cost $24, In Class
Mah-Jongg is a game that originated in China and is similar to the Western card game rummy. It is a game of
skill, strategy, and calculation and involves a degree of chance. The game is played with a set of 144 tiles based
on Chinese characters and symbols. Three or four players play the game using numbered tiles. During those
first years after its introduction a real craze developed around Mah-Jongg, but like all fashions it came and
went. However, recently a growing number of people are realizing the intellectual challenge Mah-Jongg
possesses and the beauty and excitement of the game itself. Come learn and play. This class will lead you step
by step into the wonderful world of Mah-Jongg. Come learn and play.
After living in various places: Pittsburgh, PA; Spartanburg, SC; Upper Saddle River, NJ; Chicago, IL;
Charleston, SC and Franklin, NC, Ann made the retirement decision to live in Blairsville, GA in 2017. Ann
learned how to play Mahjongg 12 years ago. While growing up in the Pittsburgh area, Ann did see and hear the
tiles “clickity, clickity” on the tables while her friend’s parents played Mah-jongg. Never did she ever think she
would one day learn to play and teach Mahjongg
INTRODUCTION TO STAMP COLLECTING
Joe Ruf, 5 Sessions, Monday, June 28 – July 26, 1:00 pm – 3:00 pm, Cost: $18, Simulcast
The world of stamp collecting can open a whole new world of friendship, history, and geography. One of the
ultimate goals of this class is to have a group of collectors that would be interested in starting a stamp collecting
club in our area.
The main goal of this course is to acquaint a potential hobbyist with the rewards, costs, fundamentals, and
terminology of Philately (Stamp Collecting). Philately is a word with Greek roots and is the formal name of the
hobby.
This course will be taught with a mixture of hands-on training using state of the art hobby materials and lecture.
The hands-on training portion will be done with stamps and materials supplied by the instructor. The attendees
will keep the final products. Each attendee will be given about 150 to 200 stamps to work with. Each lecture
will be documented with handouts and exhibits.
No addition fees will be required. No products or supplies will be sold. Questions will be encouraged. There
will be some group discussion.
The last meeting will be a field trip to see a collection of over 100,000 unique stamps. The collection also
contains every US stamp from 1935 till the present.
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Joe has over thirty years of experience in the Information Technology field, and retired as Vice President of
BellSouth Information Systems prior to joining Matrix. Matrix is an Atlanta based Personnel Search firm and
Joe worked for them for five years establishing several sales records and their national personnel contract
bidding line of business.
Prior to BellSouth, Joe served four years in the United States Air Force. Since retiring from BellSouth Joe has
served two terms, six years, on the Board of Directors of Atlanta Habitat Humanity, one term on the DeKalb
Habitat Board and has made three Habitat For Humanity International Global Village building trips to Eastern
Europe.
Currently, Joe is a Mentor with the Gainesville Chapter of SCORE responsible for Towns County. Joe has been
with SCORE for 19 years.
Joe and his wife Liz have visited 42 countries.
Joe received a B.A. from Georgia State University and graduated with honors.
UKULELE 101
Cy Sineath, 8 Sessions, Monday, June 28 – August 16, 3:30 pm – 5:30 pm, Cost: $24, In Class
Where else can you take a class and automatically be plugged into a local “club”? Those who have taken
Ukulele 101 have formed a group that continues to play at a local restaurant on a weekly basis. (This is in
addition to the class itself.) The ukulele is enjoying a great resurgence in popularity, the world over. This
course is an opportunity to learn to play and enjoy the “funnest instrument on earth”. No prior musical
experience is necessary, and please, no music theory. Each week, the class will learn new chords, songs, and
strumming patterns that build on the week before. By the end of the 6 weeks, participants should be able to
play literally hundreds of songs and confidently strum along with ukulele groups wherever they are found.
Singing and laughing are integral to this course! Requirements: A ukulele and a willingness to sing and laugh
with the group! The facilitator has a limited number of ukuleles that may be loaned until participants obtain
their own.
Cy Sineath has been playing the ukulele for 5 years and has enjoyed playing socially with groups throughout the
southeast as well as Dublin, Ireland and London, England. Prior to moving to Blairsville in 2017, he played regularly
with two groups in the Atlanta area. He feels the ukulele is much like the game of Bridge; you can learn the basics in a
matter of hours and then spend the rest of your life mastering it. He now lives here in the mountains with his wife,
Labrador Retriever, and more than a few ukuleles.

BEGINNING GERMAN
Susan Crooks, 6 Sessions, Tuesday, June 29 – August 3, 11:00 am – 12:00 pm, Cost: $16, In Class
Beginning German: learn the basic structure of the language, pronunciation rules, vocabulary, and culture of
German speaking countries. Start learning now so you will be ready to travel in the future.
Having a German mother, Susan Crooks grew up speaking German and English. She taught high school German for 30
years in DeKalb and Cobb counties, and for 8 years at Kennesaw State University. Susan has traveled extensively in
German speaking countries as well as other countries, and just returned from Norway where she saw the Northern Lights.

FROM SEA TO SHINING SEA - PRESIDENT JAMES POLK AND MANIFEST DESTINY
Bob Short, 8 Sessions, Tuesday, June 29 – August 17, 1:00 pm – 2:00 pm, Cost: $18, Simulcast
"Go West Young Man," is a phrase often credited to American author and newspaper Horace Greeley. He
promoted America's expansion westward following the concept of Manifest Destiny. Hundreds of thousands of
pilgrims followed his advice and made the perilous journey from the densely settled east coast to the Pacific
Ocean. Manifest Destiny was a cult-like movement that assigned Americans a special mission, a sacred job
given only to them. That task was to make America bigger so that America's "borders of freedom" would be
open to even more emigres. In 1845 the effort got a big boost when Tennessee Senator James K. Polk was
elected president. Like his mentor, former president Andrew Jackson, he believed strongly in the objectives of
the movement. So strongly in fact that he oversaw the growth of the nation by more than a million square miles
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during his four years in the White House. Most notably, Polk brought the Republic of Texas into the Union;
bluffed Britain out of the state of Oregon and took California and much of our present Southwestern states from
Mexico. Not everyone agreed with Polk's frenzied desire to grab more and more land. Future president
Abraham Lincoln, a congressman at the time, opposed his war with Mexico, but eventually voted for his request
for a declaration. In this course, we will take a look at Polk's life and career that will reveal a portrait of an
expansionist president and decisive statesman who refined the United States of America.
After retiring in 2001, Bob returned to his native north Georgia mountains to concentrate on preserving Georgia's
political history. He became the creator of an oral history series entitled "Reflections on Georgia Politics" for Young
Harris College's Zell and Shirley Miller Library and the Richard B. Russell Library for Political Studies and Research at
the University of Georgia.

MOUNTAIN LANDSCAPES IN WATERCOLOR
Juli Sibley, 6 Sessions, Tuesday, June 29 – August 3, 4:00 pm – 6:00 pm, Cost: $20, In Class
Let your artist's eyes observe the summer colors of the mountain valleys, lakes, mists, and ridges of this lovely
season. Traditional approaches to creating forms and depth on the land will be emphasized with a playful
approach. We will practice with various types of views and scenes. Each week we will look at a certain type of
subject and how various layers of color create effects, using blending, washes, layered washes, and wet on wet,
etc. There will be color handouts of each weekly subject so that play can continue at home. Good for those
who like to exercise their imagination. Remember: there is no wrong way to do this! The class is suitable for
beginner to advanced.
Materials: Any brand of watercolor paints, pointed, round and wash brushes, plastic container, (for rinsing),
pallet, watercolor paper- 90 lb. or higher grade, paper towels. If you do not have any painting supplies, please
wait until the first class to see what the options are and what is available locally. There are so many types of
materials available which the instructor will explain their many uses, so that you may make an
informed decision. We all have plenty to share, so you will not be left out. Materials fee for handouts: $ 12
payable on first day of class.
Juli Sibley is a designer, teacher and writer from Young Harris, GA. As a student at YHC many of her
inspirations for art came from the natural beauty of this valley. Her latest book, "Earth Friendly Fabric
Design" is available worldwide on Amazon.com. She holds a MA in Fine Art from Western Carolina
University. Most recently, she has been a member of the art faculty at Augusta State University where she
taught the art history section of World Humanities.
TECH TALK – SECURITY
Mike Maisello, 3 Sessions, Wednesday, June 30 – July 14, 2:00 pm – 4:00 pm, Cost: $16, Zoom
"If you spend any amount of time online browsing the internet, emailing, shopping or performing financial
transactions you should take steps to mitigate the possibility of someone stealing your personal information.
This course will discuss ways to keep safe while performing tasks online. Some of the topics that will be
discussed are vishing and phishing, fake or spoofing websites, ransom ware and more. Mitigation/protection
strategies will be presented and discussed: Strong passwords, VPN's, Windows 10 security settings, virus and
firewall protection browser security and more. Cell phone security will be presented. Bring your questions and
comments I have found that students learn as much from listening to other students as they do from listening to
me.
There will be an optional third class session where students can talk about their favorite online application or
piece of technology they use. During that optional session students can ask any technology question they may
have about any topic everything is fair game.
So, join the class and learn how to keep your online experience safer and more secure."
Mike has been working in the IT industry in one form or another since the early 1980's. He is currently still
working part time as a System Administrator. Mike and his wife live Young Harris and think it is one of the
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nicest areas in the country to live. They enjoy hiking the local trails and the AT, gardening, visiting the many
antique stores in the area and of course taking classes at ICL.
MEDICINAL HERBS II
Carolyn Cline-Griffiths, 4 Sessions, Wednesday, July 21 – August 11, 10:00 am – 12:00 pm, Cost $18,
In Class








In depth study of 4 medicinal herbs for healing (one each week)
Make macerations for several tinctures:
*Astragalus
*Echinacea
*Blue Vervain
*Dandelion
Put together a tea for healing seasonal allergies & a tea for upper respiratory infections.
*learning about specialized herbs for these health issues
Prepare oils for making 2 different salves: 1 for wounds, surgical sites, ulcers, etc. and 1 for insect bites,
itching and soothing irritations.
Recipes for several medicines
Recipe(s) for Fire Cider

Each participant should bring to class:
4 - pint Mason-type glass jars
2 cup measuring cup
Notebook/paper for taking notes
Pencil/Pen
A $20.00 materials fee for herbs/supplies is to be paid the first day of class
Hi! My name is Carolyn Cline-Griffiths. I know the name is long but extremely important to me. I lost my
husband of 30 years a number of years ago. When I remarried, I did not want to lose his last name. It is
awkward sometimes. However, I have come to love both last names, but please, just call me Carolyn.
I’ve been studying herbs and their medicinal properties for over 18 years, recently earning my certification as
an herbalist from BotanoLogos School of Herbal Studies. BotanoLogos highlights the use of the native and
naturalized plants that contribute to the Southern Appalachians Mountains as the apothecary of North America.
Certification included field studies, hands-on wild crafting, medicine making and in-depth study of individual
herbs, their actions, energetic and indications plus contraindications.
As an Herbalist and Reflexologist, I bring unique gifts to the ICL program. Helping others to see what an
amazing opportunity we have in this region to transform herbs, which are all around us, into medicine…….if we
can avoid taking pharmaceuticals, when there is a natural way to treat a problem, then lets do it !
I am a member of the American Herbalist Guild, a member of GRO (Georgia Reflexology Organization), a
committee member of Georgia Mountain Research & Education Committee, teach ASL (American Sign
Language) classes to an Adult Group in Blairsville and a member of Good Shepherd Episcopal Church.
TIDBITS OF TOWNS COUNTY HISTORY
Jerry Taylor, 4 Sessions, Thursday, July 1, 8, 22, 29, 1:00 pm – 2:30 pm, Cost: $16, Simulcast
Jerry Taylor, Towns County’s official historian, will lead this class sharing interesting tidbits of Towns County
history. Topics covered will include local Cherokee place names, the coming of Lake Chatuge, the hanging of
Tilmon Justice for the murder of James B. Goddard, educational history highlighting Hiawassee Academy and
Young Harris College, using the census to climb your family tree, and a bit of cultural history of our mountain
area.
Jerry Taylor is a native of Towns County, having lived in the shadow of Brasstown Bald all his life. He graduated from
Towns County High School and YHC. He holds degrees from UGA, North Georgia College and University and Lincoln
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Memorial University. Jerry is retired after 32 years as a teacher at Towns County High School. He is a member of the
Historical Society and is Towns County’s official historian. His home, known as the “The Organ Loft,” features his
collection of antique reed organs.

TAKING GREAT PHOTOS WITH YOUR iPHONE
J. Patrick Mahon, 8 Sessions, Thursday, July 1 – August 19, 3:00 pm – 5:00 pm, Cost: $24, Simulcast
An adage among photographers has been, "The best camera is the camera you have now." Often, the only
camera might be our phone--iPhone or Android. As manufacturers of phones improve technology, phones now
offer the capability to take high quality photos. The difference in the number of pixels accounts for the major
difference between DSLRs, mirrorless cameras and phones: however, it is possible to take great photographs
with any camera. The class will cover subjects from focus to composition and post-processing. Each week
participants will be given an assignment so their photographs can be reviewed by the class the following week.
J. Patrick Mahon is a retired educator who has taken up photography in his retirement years. He is a member
of Professional Photographers of America, Georgia Nature Photographers Association, Florida Nature
Photographers Association, Carolina Nature Photographers Association, National Nature Photographers
Association, the Mountain Arts Association, and the Southeastern Photographers Society. He is Vice President
of ICL and serves on the board of the Mountain Regional Arts and Crafts Guild as chair of the education
committee. He and his wife, Joan, have lived in Young Harris since 2002.
REFUSE TO BE A VICTIM
Dr. George Gaines, 3 Sessions, Friday, July 9 – July23, 10:30 am – 12:00 pm, Cost: $14, Simulcast

The Refuse To Be A Victim® program was developed nearly 30 years ago by a consortium of law enforcement,
legal, and security professionals sponsored by the NRA. Since then, the program has been continuously
updated and improved through input from thousands of law enforcement agencies and civilian instructors.
Today, this award-winning program is being used across the nation to facilitate personal safety and crime
prevention.
Firearm training is not part of the Refuse to Be A Victim® curriculum. This program neither encourages nor
discourages firearm ownership but does support an individual’s constitutional right to choose whether to own a
firearm. All student materials have been provided through a grant from the NRA. As an NRA Certified Refuse
to Be A Victim® Instructor, the instructor, Dr. George Gaines, is pleased to offer the seminar to students
enrolled in the ICL program.
This seminar is designed to heighten awareness of what can and should be done to stay safe. Topics in this
seminar include:








Psychology of Criminal Predators
Mental Preparedness
Home Security
Physical Security
Workplace Security
Parents and Children from Pre-School to
College
Senior Citizens










Automobile Security
Out-Of-Town Travel Security
Technological Security
Self-Defense Physical Training
Personal Protection Devices
Persons with Physical Disabilities
Domestic Violence
Stalking

George grew up in Pensacola, Florida and has lived and worked throughout the United States and Europe. He
graduated from The University of Alabama and later earned his doctorate at the University of Georgia (1971).
His early career was spent teaching in the Louisiana State University System.
In 1980 he began working in the private sector in marketing research for major corporations such as Southern
Company, The Gallup Organization, Research International, and IPSOS. During this time, he served as the
International Accounts Director for Pratt & Whitney, UPS, Pepsico, and later for The Coca-Cola Company.
His last corporate assignment was Director of Consumer Insights for Outback Steakhouse International, where
his duties included extensive marketing communication research in Latin America, Asia, and Europe.
ICL Summer Bulletin is online at www.iclyhc.org
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Following his retirement in 2013, George pursues his lifelong commitment to teaching firearms safety. He is an
NRA Certified Instructor and Chief Range Safety Officer as well as a USCCA Training Counselor. He
presently is Director of Open Enrollment for the US Branch of Israel’s IMI (Israel Military Industries)
Academy for Advanced Security and Anti-Terror Training.

Join us on August 28, 2021, at Hamilton
Gardens at Lake Chatuge in Hiawassee to help
us celebrate 30 years of ICL excellence.

Be sure to check your mailbox for a special
edition of the ICL 30th year newsletter the first
part of July.
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COVID Guidelines for In Class Sessions
When do I need to wear a mask?
If you are in the ICL Classroom you only need to wear a mask if you are not vaccinated.
If you go on campus, you must wear a mask, even if you are vaccinated, due to the summer
WinShape program.

Do I need my COVID vaccine to attend class?
We do not require you to have a Covid vaccination but would request you wear a mask if you
are not vaccinated.

How many students will be in the classroom?
Based on CDC recommendations ICL will limit the number of students in the classroom to
reduce the risk of spreading COVID. The maximum number of students per class will be
14 or 1 student at each table.
COVID-19 Disclaimer
ICL has put in place preventative measures to reduce the spread of COVID-19; however, ICL cannot
guarantee that you will not become infected with COVID-19. Further, attending a class without being fully
vaccinated or no masking if not vaccinated could increase your risk of contracting COVID-19. When
signing the registration form on page 10 you are acknowledging you have read and understand this
statement.






ICL reserves the RIGHT TO CANCEL ANY COURSE and return the course
fee if an insufficient number of students register for a course.
You must be a member to take ICL classes.
ICL only notifies you if a class you have signed up for has been canceled
or there is some other problem with the class.
ICL is affiliated with Young Harris College, which provides facility space
and general resources for ICL program delivery. Course offerings,
instructors, and opinions expressed therein do not reflect the views of
Young Harris College.

Want to know what is happening at the college, just click on YHC
ICL Summer Bulletin is online at www.iclyhc.org
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2021 Summer Calendar – June 28 – August 20
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

What is Mah Jongg?
Ann Powell
10:00 am – 12:00 pm
6/28 – 8/16
(8 sessions - $24)
In Class
Class Limit 12

Tidbits of Towns County
History
Jerry Taylor
1:00 pm – 2:30 pm
July 1, 8, 22, 29
(4 sessions - $16)
Simulcast

Beginning German
Susan Crooks
11:00 am – 12:00 pm
6/29 – 8/3
(6 sessions - $16)
In Class

Refuse to be a Victim
Dr. George Gaines
10:30 am – 12:00 pm
7/9 – 7/23
(3 sessions - $14)
Simulcast

PLEASE READ

Introduction to Stamp
Collecting
Joe Ruf
1:00 pm – 3:00 pm
6/28 – 7/26
(5 sessions - $18)
Simulcast

From Sea to Shining
Sea: President James
Polk and Manifest
Destiny
Bob Short
1:00 pm – 2:00 pm
6/29 – 8/17
(8 sessions - $18)
Simulcast

Tech Talk - Security
Mike Maisello
2:00 pm – 4:00 pm
6/30 -7/14
(3 sessions - $16)
Zoom

Taking Great Photos
with Your iPhone
J. Patrick Mahon
3:00 pm – 5:00 pm
7/1 – 8/19
(8 sessions - $24)
Simulcast

All in class courses
are limited to 14
students due to
COVID-19
guidelines
In class – Only
offered in the
classroom
Zoom – Only
offered via Zoom
Simulcast – Both
offered in the
classroom and on
Zoom

Ukulele 101
Cy Sineath
3:30 pm – 5:30 pm
6/28 – 8/16
(8 sessions - $24)
In Class
Mountain Landscapes in
Watercolor
Juli Sibley
4:00 pm – 6:00 pm
6/29 – 8/3
(6 sessions - $20)
In Class

Medicinal Herbs II
Carolyn Cline-Griffiths
10:00 am – 12:00 pm
7/21 – 8/11
(4 sessions - $18)
In Class

ICL Summer Bulletin is online at www.iclyhc.org
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Registration Form - Make Checks Payable to ICL@YHC and mail to PO Box 134, Young Harris, GA 30582
You will receive Email announcements and a link to the ICL Bulletin unless this box is checked
If two people are taking classes, please check
Name 1 and/or Name 2

Fee Per
Person

You must be a member of ICL to register for
classes. Annual dues for 2021 are now due.

Name 1
Initials

Name 2
Initials

Total
Fees

$25

**Name 1

In Class Only
JON

$24
$24
GER $16
LAN $20
MED $18

What is Mah Jongg? Class Limit 12
Ukulele 101
Beginning German
Mountain Landscapes in Watercolor
Medicinal Herb II

Email
Address
Telephone
Number
Name on
Name Tag
Mailing
Address
City,
State, Zip
**Name 2

UKU

Zoom Only
Tech Talk - Security

Simulcast – Select how you want to
attend the class. Circle In-Class or Zoom
Introduction to Stamp Collecting
IN CLASS
ZOOM
From Sea to Shining Sea
IN CLASS
ZOOM
Tidbits of Towns County History
IN CLASS
ZOOM
Taking Great Photos with Your iPhone
IN CLASS
ZOOM
Refuse to Be a Victim
IN CLASS
ZOOM

TEC

$16

STA

$18

SEA

$18

TID

$16

PHO

$24

VIC

$14

$

TOTAL AMOUNT
For security reasons, YHC requires that all
vehicles parked on the college campus
display a parking permit issued by ICL. If
you do not have a decal and receive a
ticket ICL is not responsible.

Provide the automobile information
ONLY if you need a decal

** Required Information – Please Print

Only complete other information if you are a
new member.

Automobile 1
Make
Model
Year
Tag #
State

Email
Address
Telephone
Number
Name on
Name Tag
Automobile 2
Make
Model
Year
Tag #
State

ICL and YHC require that every individual who participates in an ICL activity sign an Agreement to Participate. This form must be submitted to the ICL
Registrar as an integral part of the course registration form.
***For Additional Information See Page 7***
AGREEMENT TO PARTICIPATE
1. I am aware that participating in the activities of the Institute for Continuing Learning (ICL) can be dangerous and involve many risks of injury. I
understand the dangers and risks may include serious injury, impairment to parts of my body, general health or well being, or death. Because
of the dangers of participating in the activities of ICL, I recognize the importance of following the class leader’s directions regarding techniques
and training, and to obey such instructions.
2. In consideration of the ICL permitting me to participate and to engage in these activities, I hereby voluntarily assume and understand all risks
associated with participation and agree to exonerate and save harmless the ICL, Young Harris College, their agents, servants and employees,
and the owner(s) and/or operator(s) of other venues occasionally used by ICL from any and all liability claims, causes of action, or demands of
any kind and nature whatsoever which may arise by or in connection with my participation in these activities.
3. ICL, including, but not necessarily limited to, its members, officers, executive board, course leaders, classes, seminars, publications, and
advertising, does not advocate nor support any political, governmental, religious, or charitable agenda or policy and does not permit such
advocacy or support in any ICL sponsored activity.
4. ICL reserves the right to deny class admittance and/or cancel membership to any person whose conduct is deemed disruptive.
5. ICL is a program of continued learning for mature adults. Since the curriculum is specifically designed for adults, children are not accepted in the
program. Guests of a class member, who are 18 years and older, are permitted to attend a single session, provided such is approved by the class
coordinator and course leader.
6. I certify that I have read, understand, and voluntarily sign this agreement. If more than one individual is registering for classes, each
individual must sign. I also understand the Covid Guidelines and Covid disclaimer on page 8.
Signature

Date
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